
Is God Really With Us? 

Exodus 17:1-7  |  Session 9.40 

Before the Session 

Facilitator: In advance of the session 

• Review today’s scripture text and the session activities to help better 
facilitate the discussion. 

• Have the Bible Background Video ready to view. 
• Encourage your group to listen to the Faithelement podcast ahead of 

the next session (Share the link via email or social media). 
• Find web links for underlined items on this session’s webpage at 

faithelement.net. 

Context 

Begin by asking: 

• When have you found it easy to trust God for something you needed? 
• What about a time when you found it hard to trust God… or maybe 

even think to turn to God? 
• What makes the difference and why?  
• When – or for what things – is it generally easier or harder to trust in 

God? 
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Content 

Read Exodus 17:1-7, then watch the Bible Background Video and ask: 

• Considering where they’ve been – and that God was already providing 
their food – why do you think the people would not show more trust? 

• Look through the story again for clues – was this a request for God’s 
provision, or a lack of trust and why? 

• Why is it significant that they complain against Moses, not God?  
• How might they have come to Moses – and how might this story have 

gone differently – if they were making a request? 
• Even though God has provided for us in the past, why do you think is it 

so easy to lose our trust in God to provide in the midst of current 
circumstances? 

• How might you expect God to respond to these instances of 
complaining and lack of trust?  

• How did God actually respond  and who’s really upset at this point? 
• What did Moses do with the staff at the Nile (v. 5, see also Ex. 7:17-18) 

and why would God reference it at this time? 
• Why,  might God have chosen to do this here? 
• God doesn’t seem angry here, but later this story specifically is 

mentioned as a turning point or example. What was the eventual 
outcome of their lack of faith… and how is this a warning to us? 
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Closure 

Continue by asking: 

• Nikki mentions that these stories are an analogy of our own faith 
journeys, trying to figure out what our relationship with God looks like 
on a daily basis. How do you feel about that and why?? 

• Why might it be easier to trust in God for something big than to trust in 
God to provide for daily needs? 

• What might be the cost of our “unfaith?” 
• What can this story teach us about the need to help others find faith? 
• What can we do to help people move beyond complaining about what 

God doesn't do and celebrate what God is doing? 

Close with prayer. 

Writer: Jon Parks 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Is God Really With Us? 

Exodus 17:1-7  |  Session 9.40 

Before the Session 

Facilitator: In advance of the session 

• Review today’s scripture text and the session activities to help better 
facilitate the discussion. 

• Thoroughly review the resources referenced in the Context and Closure 
sections to be able to call the group's attention to what you believe to 
be their key parts. 

• Have the Bible Background Video ready to view. 
• Encourage your group to listen to the Faithelement podcast ahead of 

the next session (Share the link via email or social media) 
• Find web links for underlined items on this session’s webpage at 

faithelement.net. 
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Context 

Start by telling the group: 

In a situation that seems desperate, people often surprise themselves and do 
unexpected things to offer safety and help to one another. Help comes from 
unexpected places. 

Share these images of neighbors helping neighbors in recent hurricane 
situations and ask: 

• What do you see when you look at the story of the human chain 
offering rescue? 

• Where do you see God in the stories recounted in these pictures? 
• What kinds of things associated with these stories create the strongest 

emotional response in you and why? 
• How do you feel about water when you see pictures like these? 
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Content 

Read Exodus 17:1-7, then watch the Bible Background Video.  

Ask questions like these: 

• What do you picture when you think a group of this size, age span and 
personalties all journeying through the wilderness? 

• In a situation of no water, how does desperation factor in to the way 
people behave? 

• In verse 5, the Lord tells Moses to go ahead of the people, taking some 
elders. What do you imagine that Moses remembered when he took the 
staff that reminded him of memories with his people? 

• What do you think Moses was afraid of when he listened to the Lord 
say “go?” 

• In verse 6, the Lord offers reassurance. What does it mean to hear that 
the Lord will be standing there with you in the place the Lord has called 
you to go? 

• If you were one of the elders who had gone ahead of the people, what 
do you suppose you might tell the Israelites who were back at 
Rephidim? 
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Closure 
• In the scriptures, the place was marked with the question, “is the Lord 

with us or not?” When have you wanted to ask this question? 
• What do you think the elders realized that they had not understood 

before they met God at the rock at Horeb? 
• What are some of the things we encounter in life or in our faith 

community that make us desperate enough to quarrel and complain? 
• If you’ve ever been through such a situation, what did you learn that 

you wish you would have known before it happened? 

Share Nichole Nordeman’s “Dear Me” and ask: 

• What might you say in a letter to the “girl or boy I used to be?” 
• The song says, “You cannot imagine all the places you’ll see Jesus. . . 

So, go.” In what surprising places have you realized God is present, 
despite your quarreling? 

Pray together to end the session. 

Writer: Erin Hall 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Is God Really With Us? 

Exodus 17:1-7  |  Session 9.40 

Before the Session 
• Review today’s scripture text and the session activities to help better 

facilitate the discussion. 
• Have the Bible Background Video ready to view. 
• Be prepared to show a long video to the group by ensuring that the 

video is ready and your space is as comfortable for viewing as you can 
make it. 

• Encourage your group to listen to the Faithelement podcast ahead of 
the next session (Share the link via email or social media) 

• Find web links for underlined items on this session’s webpage at 
faithelement.net. 

Context 

Read aloud Exodus 17:1-7 then share the Bible Background Video 

In today’s session, the group will share in a guided meditation on the 
Israelite's experience centered around images of the desert and wilderness. 
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Reflection 

Invite the group to participate in a visual reflection on the desert wilderness by 
sharing the first half hour or so of “10 Hours of Relaxing Planet Earth II Desert 
Sounds – Earth Unplugged”. For an ideal experience – project the video on a 
large screen, and darken the room.  As the group watches, encourage them to 
process their experience by reflecting on the following: 

• What catches your attention and why?. 
• What it would be like for them to be at those places shown? 
• In what ways might some of the scenes might be related to your life 

experiences or journey? 
• Where might God be known in wilderness? 

After the reflection ends, create a confidential space for sharing and ask: 

• What did you most remember about the experience of the desert and 
wilderness and why? 

• What scene or landscape stood out to you most and why 
• What are some ways that scene or landscape might be connected to 

your life experiences? 
• When have you felt like you were in a “wilderness” of your own?   
• What was that like for you?  
• If you were to go out into the desert to think for awhile, what concerns 

and needs would you take with you?   
• What would you want from God? 
• What are some of the possible “gifts” of the wilderness? 
• What are some of the possible words God might speak to us about our 

wildernesses? 

Close with prayer by inviting volunteers to spend some moments in silence, 
laying their concerns and needs before God, then read Exodus 17:5-6 and say 
“Amen.” 

Writer: Joy Yee 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Is God Really With Us? 

Exodus 17:1-7  |  Session 9.40 

Before the Session 
• Have the Bible Background Video ready to view.  
• Review today’s scripture text and the session activities to help better 

facilitate the discussion. 
• Encourage your group to listen to the Faithelement podcast ahead of 

the next session (Share the link via email or social media). 
• Find web links for underlined items on this session’s webpage at 

faithelement.net. 

Context 

Play the Sierra Leone video and ask: 

• What must it be like to find yourself in Sierra Leone suffering from the 
flooding and lack of infrastructure to help you?  

• What must it be like to live in areas of Texas and Florida that are 
struggling without power and do not have pure drinking water due to 
flooding? 

• In contrast, how quickly do we complain about the food we eat and 
beverages we drink and why?  

• What is it about us that causes us to lash out when we are hungry or 
thirsty? 
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Content 

Read Exodus 17:1-7, then watch the Bible Background Video. 

Ask questions like: 

• Given that it was absolutely necessary for survival, why do you think 
Moses stopped to camp the people in an area with a water supply?  

• How did Moses see the people’s understandable complaint?  
• Despite all that had happened so far, and without the benefit of 

hindsight, if you were the people following Moses, how would such a 
potentially deadly lack of water have affected your faith in this 
situation??  

• How did God see the complaining and why? 
• Why did the people need the water to believe that God was with them?  
• What do you need to believe that God is with you? 

Closure 

Play the Water for Jesus video (end at 1:58) and ask: 

• What are the things in our lives that we thirst for and how do they 
affect our relationship with God?  

• How do we balance our human needs and improper thirsts? 
• How do we provide water for Jesus in our daily lives?  
• What can we do to move past complaints and toward caring for God’s 

people?  
• Where can we provide cool water this week in world complaining 

about their thirst? 

Close in prayer. 

Writer: Jon Self 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Is God Really With Us? 

Exodus 17:1-7  |  Session 9.40 

Before the Session 
Facilitator: In advance of the session 

• Review today’s scripture text and the session activities to help better 
facilitate the discussion. 

• Have the Bible Background Video ready to view. 
• Listen to the FaithElement podcast for this session. 
• Prepare a number of random, but packaged, objects at one side of 

your meeting space (See Context). 
• Provide paper and a pen to each person (see Closure) 
• Use the social media prompts on this session’s webpage to help youth 

begin engaging the session them ahead of their gathering. 
• Find web links for underlined items on this session’s webpage at 

faithelement.net. 

Intro 
Play the Office Space movie clip and use these questions to facilitate your 
discussion. 

• How would you have handled yourself in this situation and why?  
• How do you typically respond when someone complains about 

unimportant things?  
• How is it different when someone complains about important things and 

why? 
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Context 

Before the session prepare several random items at one side of your meeting 
space with which to build a tower. Some suggested items include things like  a 
bag of marshmellows, a ream of paper, a roll of tape, a roll of yarn, a bucket 
of tennis balls, a stack of pencils, and any other thing that you might have 
available, but each item should be enclosed in it’s own container. 

Form two teams and instruct them that their team is to build the best tower they 
can (as defined by height, stability, creativity and aesthetics) , but they can 
only use one set of supplies at a time. For example, someone can run to the 
other end of the area and grab the container for paper and bring it back to 
their team, but if the team needs tape, someone must run the container of 
paper back where they found it and return with the container of tape. Teams 
can only take what they need at the time and cannot have excess material 
waiting around until it is needed. 

After making sure that everyone understands the task, give the teams a little 
time to plan their tower, then start the building. After a few minutes, or when 
one team feels their tower is complete, call time and ask: 

• What was it like to constantly need different materials to build your 
tower? 

• In what ways was it stressful to know if there was going to be enough 
when you needed it? 

• How was this activity like your life? 
• When have you ever run out of something that you desperately needed 

and how did it feel? 
• What do you think you would do if you were in a situation in real life 

where you did not have something you needed to have? 
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Content 
Read Exodus 17:1-7 and watch the Bible Background Video. 

Ask your group: 

• Why do you think the Israelites doubted God’s provision for them even 
after everything God had done for them?  

• How did Moses respond to their complaining?  
• How do you usually respond when people forcibly demand things from 

you or complain to you? 
• How did God respond to the Israelites' complaints?  
• How would you characterize the difference between Moses' and God’s 

response? 

Closure 
Continue by asking: 

• How do you respond when you are really frustrated with something 
and why?  

• What are the types of things that you might easily be tempted to 
complain about? 

Distribute paper and pens and invite the members of the group to make a list 
of things they most frequently complain about. Encourage volunteers to share 
their list, and continue by asking: 

• What is our most common complaint and why? 
• What is our most and least important complaint and why? 
• How do you think God responds to our complaints and why? 
• What type of things do you rely on God to provide? 
• What do you think the affect of our lack of dependence on God has on 

our relationship with God? 
• If you look at your list, in what ways might we complain about those 

things less if we truly depended upon God to provide for us? 

Close this session in prayer. 

Writer: Don Breeden 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Is God Really With Us? 

Exodus 17:1-7  |  Session 9.40 

Before the Session 

Facilitator: In advance of the session 

• Review today’s scripture text and the session activities to help better 
facilitate the discussion. 

• Have the Bible Background Video ready to view. 
• Encourage your group to listen to the Faithelement podcast ahead of 

the next session (Share the link via email or social media). 
• Find web links for underlined items on this session’s webpage at 

faithelement.net. 

Context (From the Mind Session Page) 

Begin by asking: 

• When have you found it easy to trust God for something you needed? 
• What about a time when you found it hard to trust God… or maybe 

even think to turn to God? 
• What makes the difference and why?  
• When – or for what things – is it generally easier or harder to trust in 

God? 
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Content (From the Current Session Page) 

Read Exodus 17:1-7, then watch the Bible Background Video. 

Ask questions like these: 

• What do you picture when you think a group of this size, age span and 
personalties all journeying through the wilderness? 

• In a situation of no water, how does desperation factor in to the way 
people behave? 

• In verse 5, the Lord tells Moses to go ahead of the people, taking some 
elders. What do you imagine that Moses remembered when he took the 
staff that reminded him of memories with his people? 

• What do you think Moses was afraid of when he listened to the Lord 
say “go?” 

• In verse 6, the Lord offers reassurance. What does it mean to hear that 
the Lord will be standing there with you in the place the Lord has called 
you to go? 

• If you were one of the elders who had gone ahead of the people, what 
do you suppose you might tell the Israelites who were back at 
Rephidim? 

Closure (from the Media Session page) 

Play the Water for Jesus video (end at 1:58) and ask: 

• What are the things in our lives that we thirst for and how do they 
affect our relationship with God?  

• How do we balance our human needs and improper thirsts? 
• How do we provide water for Jesus in our daily lives?  
• What can we do to move past complaints and toward caring for God’s 

people?  
• Where can we provide cool water this week in world complaining 

about their thirst? 

Close in prayer.
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